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Seal Tortie Point 
An 8 year old seal tortie point Birman female of good type, long in the body and 
a good weight.  Broad rounded skull, the neat well intermingled tortie patterned 
ears are set wide on her head.  She has a level bite, a strong chin and there is a 
slight dip to the profile.  The nose leather is seal brown and pink.  Almost round 
eyes of a good blue, they appear rather deep set.  The cheeks are wide and 
rounded, the muzzle is strong, just a fraction short for the breed.  The mask is 
seal brown and has an attractive red blaze.  The mask also shows the required 
shades of light and dark red.  Pure white feet, the right front glove more 
generous than the left.  The right back sock is higher than the left, the 
gauntlets are full and a good match, they taper finishing below the hocks.  The 
medium length thick set legs are seal brown and show the required shades of 
light and dark red, with the exception of the left back leg.  This unfortunately 
is red, showing the complete absence of seal brown (my reason for with holding 
today).  Quite a clear full length silky soft fawn body coat, minimal shading 
towards the flanks.  Medium ruff around her neck, clear under parts and slightly 
curled tummy fur.  Excellent show preparation.  The lady is a little uptight, but 
handled okay.  
 
 
Chocolate Tortie Point 
1 year old chocolate tortie point Birman of fair type, I would have preferred 
more weight to her body, the boning being adequate.  Only medium width to 
head, the milk chocolate and red well intermingled ears are set fairly well part. 
They are tall and flared at present.  Excellent deep blue almost round blue eyes.  
Her nose is medium in length and has a slight bump when viewed in profile.  
Quite a strong chin, her teeth are rather untidy and her bite slightly overshot. 
Nose leather chocolate and pink. The muzzle shows strength.  The mask not yet 
covering her fairly wide cheeks, mask showing the required colours of milk 
chocolate intermingled with shades of dark and light red.  Looking very 
adolescent today, hopefully balance will return as she matures.  Her gloves are 
nice and white, the left lower than right both quite short.  Low back socks, her 
gauntlets are both narrow but they do taper and reach half way towards the 
hocks.  She has medium length fairly thick set legs.  Her points colouring shows 
correct intermingling of milk chocolate and shades of red, on her back legs one 
has to search for the chocolate it is minimal - but it is there.  Her ivory body 
coat is clean but short today, it has shades of pale red on her lower back and 
sides.  The short tail is also rather sparse. The colouring is pale chocolate 
intermingled with shades of red, the tip is chocolate.  Not happy to be handled. 
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